IP Attorney Bryan Fuller's Patent Work Benefits Local Company
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- Story by Journal Record reporter Brian Brus
Naturalock Solutions LLC has issued its first patent for what company President Gary Rayburn called a solution to significantly reducing catheter infections and health complications.

Development of the transdermal venous access locking technology – an injectable liquid to replace commonly used chemicals such as heparin and saline – had stagnated under the licensing of another company for more than two years, Rayburn said. Now Naturalock will be able to move forward unhindered under its parent Organic Medical Ventures LLC.

Rayburn credited the efforts of intellectual property attorney Bryan Fuller at the Hall Estill law firm in Oklahoma City for a quick rebound from the previous business relationship and filing the patent with the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. The patent will be instrumental in commercialization of the Karaphor solution, he said. READ MORE HERE IN THE JOURNAL RECORD